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If there must be trouble, let it that my child may have peace.
be in my days . ". . Thomas Paine 1776
The American Crises
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Cfagnrtfer Course
The Campus Council began CroDD. Mark Thomas and Gordon
November 13 to move from a bog of
maecision ana neouious respon-
sibility towards a well-articulat- ed
objective of determining a tentative
social rationale for the college.
In addition to its regularly
scheduled meeting, the Council
voted to divide into three commit-
tees to confer separately. The com-
mittee structure came out of a
meeting Tuesday by the student
representatives to the Council, who
sought to charter a definite course of
action which would produce tangible
results within a set time period.
The primary committee, consist--
ing of Dave Moldstad, Nancy
Rutledge, John Saunders and Dean
rnctpr Ponn0ntrofa m ,w
a tentative social philosophy
statement incorporating the views of
individuals,
. '
residents,1 Deans,I the
faculty and hopefully the President.
Their rationale will be completed by
December 1, and they are seeking
opinions from any individual who
cares to contribute his beliefs by
November 21.
The second committee of Dan
Calhoun, Dean King and Neal Brown
will meanwhile be scrutinizing the
current proposals to weed out weak-
nesses and detect fundamental
principles. Endowed with the appel-
lation Garbage Removal Commit-
tee, this group will work closely with
the first committee so that the
present housing proposals will be
uciivcicuiuuierrraiuemaiongwim
the social rationale by early
December.
The third committee intends to
become involved in a continuous
process of explaination, discussion
and persuasion with the Trustees,
alumni and residential community.
Giles Hopkins, David Douglas, Dean
Zeitgeist Into flew
Tilings: Co-o- p, Film
Chris Young, manager of Zeitgeist
is working on a program, which he
hopes will bring a greater variety of
talent to Wooster. Young would like
ft) establish an Entertainment Co-O- p
with coffeehouses at other colleges
in the area.
This would help solve the problem
of manv small colleges where there
are a limited number of performers;
thus there are only a limited variety
of programs, which can be offered to
maintain audience interest.
Under the proposed program the
home coffeehouse would pay a
driver for his gas to take the per-
formers to the host coffeehouse,
which would provide room and
board for both the driver and the
performers. No performers would
be paid due to financial con-
siderations, but both they and the
driver would get a free weekend
away from Wooster., Young has
written to "The Joint" at Michigan
State. He has also established
preliminary contacts with "The
Crypt" at Bowling Green and "The
Yellow Unicorn" at Kent State. To
start off the program Young hopes to
go to Michigan State with Charlie
Patton for the weekend of November
21 and 22, with "The Joint" sending
two performers to Wooster for the
same dates.
During the winter quarter Young
would like to bring some Charlie
Chaplin, W. C. Fields, and Sherlock
Holmes flicks to Zeitgeist as a
supplement to the regular perform-
ances. He would also like to add
more poetry readings and drama to
the usual musical entertainment.
Collins are the members who plan to
initiate an expanding channel of
communication with the elements
of the campus who are concerned
but physically removed.
SeveraJ members of the Coun-
cil have expressed the hope that the
statement to be drafted by
December 1 will assert the concept
that the Board of Trustees ideally
determines policy rather than
details. It is realized that in the
P"23 Council's initial year, it will
undoubtably be necessary to take
specifics to the Trustees. While it is
not the Council's desire, and further--
more not witMn its power to pass on
lssues intended to be in derogation of
fhVnheFent Pwers the Board, it
,hoped de!re! of con".
cai"Puaffaire tiill Ka mtmn in fVinrnu nrVit
" " v
are involved directly with its daily
WOrkingS-
-
Democrats IVin Gity Council Majority;
Drushal Finishes As Council President
On November 4 the people of
Wooster elected a majority of
Democrats to City Council for the
first time in 32 years. Not since
Franklin Roosevelt's era has a
Democratic majority controlled the
city DOdy.
The city of Wooster and the county
have been so one-par- ty Republican
that over the years Republican had
no Democratic opponents. In the en--
tire county government, only one
judge is a Democrat and the execu
tive departments of the city are
completely Republican.
College President J. Garber
Drushal is now finishing his final
term as City Council President.
Republican Robert Anderson will
replace him after narrowly de-
feating Democrat John H.
Thomasetti by 2912-247- 6.
The new Democratic majority is
composed of Hazel Fraze, First
Ward who won 118-4- 5; Paul Power,
Second Ward who won 326-15- 9;
William Spartley, Sr., Fourth Ward
who won 739-49- 3; and Roy Stype, At
Large who amassed 3239 votes city- -
wide--
A dose race in the Third Ward
found Republican David Goldsberry
defeating Democrat Clayton Ells
worth, Jr. by 1721-151- 3.
Students who remember the
selective service trespassing case
several years ago will be interested
learn that the prosecutor,
Republican Edward Eberhart is now
the Municipal Judge after defeating
Democrat Bill Wertz who was the
acting judge in the case. Eberhart's
majority in the county-wid- e race
was 10,951-899- 6.
The new upsurge in the local
Democratic party has been mostly
due to the formation of the Wayne
County Democratic Club by Gilligan
supporters last February. All of the
Democratic candidates are mem-
bers of the club and have supported
its activitities which included a city-wid- e
issues poll in August, a city
Democratic Platform, and an issues
statement known as the "Wooster
WJf PaP-- "
None of the Democratic candi
dates received less than 46 per cent
of the vote with Democrats now
holding four of the seven City
Council seats.
History professor, Daniel Calhoun
said after the election that the defeat
of incumbent Dallas Kaufman in the
Fourth Ward by Democrat William
Spratley, Sr. is a "blow for the
m
INGR1D OLSON
Ingrid Olson Dies
During Year Abroad
A memorial service will be
held for Ingrid Olson on Sunday
at 3 p.m. in the ballroom of
Lowry Center by her family and
Wooster friends. Rev. Raymond
Swartzback
mi
wiU deliver
....
the serv- -
ice. ine lamiiy requests that no
flowers be sent, and suggests that
(Continued On Page 8)
Shack" since Kaufman has led
opposition before the state liquor
commission in withholding a 3.2
beer permit for the Shack.
In other voting tabulations locally,
the tax levies for a new courthouse.
iuvenile detentinn renter anH nitv
operating renewal were all defeated,
The State Issue One to lower the
by 1250 votes and was defeated
statewide by 100,000 out of 2.5 million
votes
More than 230 Wooster students
and about 20 faulty members will
join the cross-countr- y highway
stream of people
i i
..
I-
-
: ; v - ;
0 FrRD College
Are Mow h D.Ci
going to the
Washington, D. C. Moratorium
Thursday and Friday.
Moratorium activities on campus
are planned for those who want to
observe the call for peace here.
Classes will be open or closed ac-
cording to the decision of each
professor.
Many of those in the nation's
capitol will take part in "The March
Against Death" scheduled for
inursaay midnight through
Saturday morning. The March will
include 40,000 demonstrators each
carrying a sign with the name of an
American killed in the Vietnamese
war. That march will be organized
by state as the single file and silent
line passes by the White House.
Saturday's anti-w- ar parade down
Pennsylvania Ave. is expected to
draw hundreds of thousands, from
throughout the coountry. Ending in
an afternoon rally-roc-k festival, the
BSA Manifesto
To Move On Institutional Racism
On November 6, the Black Student's Manifesto was presented in chapel
by Ken McHargh, co-chair- man of the B. S. A. Hoping to quell rumors
concerning the objectives of the Black Student Association, McHargh
made public specific proposals which black students at Wooster conceive
as being vital to the development of a truly relevant educational environ-
ment.
Condemning 'institutional
throughout every aspect of the cam--
pus community," the Manifesto
recommended that Wooster become
Vw h
t Lv'iuTJ
Pottery, Jewelry, Prints and glass will be on sale from $2 to $200
beginning Monday at 7:30 p.m. The Art Department's annual non-prof- it
Christmas Bazaar features crafts from professors and graduate
students all over the country. After Monday evening, the Art Building
sale will be open from 9 to 5 on weekdays; 2 to 5 Sundays and
closed on Saturdays.
March is the primary concern of
those anticipating violence.
It is the parade permit that is
causing much of the friction in the
weekend's planned activities. On
Nov. 6 the Justice Department
announced that no permit would be
given for the mass march. But
Department officials this week
granted a limited permit allowing
persons to march on one side of
Pennsylvania Ave.
New MOBE (New Mobilization to
End the War in Vietnam) was still
making appeals on Thursday for a
full permit since it was worried
about the consequences of the
crowds's oozing wider than its nar- -
row path. This would be violation of
the law and policemen are to be
stationed all along the parade'route
to enforce the permit. The Justice
Department has stated that it will
use the "minimum force" necessary
to keep demonstrators on the route,
Activities on the local level will
(Continued On Page 8)
Calls To College
dedicated to sincerely rooting out
P" ";LT
volvement of black participants.
The Manifesto cites the following
areas of concern as requiring a com-
mittment from the college com-
munity if institutional racism is to
be eradicated:
I. All faculty departments must
undergo a re-evaluat- ion in which
they root out all racism and
discrimination against the non-whi- te
people and ideas of the world.
a. All departments should make
an extensive effort to hire at least
one black faculty member.
b. All Social Science and
Humanities courses should begin to
include a realistic non-whi- te per-
spective and rid themselves of white
supremist literature-idea- s or expose
it for what it is.
II. That Blacks be recruited for any
administrative position open in the
coming years and that there be at
least two Blacks in administration
next year, 1970.
a. That the college provide a
Black counselor to deal with Black
freshmen particularly.
III. That the college populate the
Black Studies Major with Black
professors wherever possible and
that the BJS.A. suggestions will be
followed in terms of alternatives to
this when necessary.
a. All decisions concerning the
Black Studies Major be discussed
and scrutinized by representatives
of B.S.A.
IV. That the Athletic Department
expose those problems which have
resulted in the elimination of
superior black athletes.
a. That Black coaches be hired
in all major sports.
That the College admit 150 Black
and third world freshmen in the fall
of 1970 and accept B.S.A. sug
gestions as to how this might be
done.
In a discussion with VOICE
McHargh said he believed the
college has only recently com- -
(Continued On Page 8)
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GUEST EDITORIAL
Cowed Council
By CLAUDIA ELFERDINK
The Campus Council, in its two months of existence, has already
gained the reputation of being indecisive, vague, directionless and
consequently powerless. No one wants it that way, it just happened. But
why did it happpen? Some say the veto power of the President makes it
just another advisory committee. Others claim that issues become so
muddled in council discussions that everyone loses direction. While
others say that members of the administration seem to hold all the
authority, and administrative ideas seem to dominate.
Over the last two weeks I have been attending Campus Council meet-
ings because of my connections with the housing proposals on the agenda.
Although I observed some basis for the previously-mentione- d rationaliza-
tions for the council's ineffectiveness, I feel the greatest fault lies in the
student members. Although the voting student members occassionally
nodded agreement to the housing proposals, they did almost nothing to
expedite the passage of the proposals. Instead of making motions forcing
a vote on crucial issues, they placidly sat by as administrators and
faculty carried on a disjointed philosophical discussion which lasted over
an hour. If they supported the proposals, it seems logical that they would
have come to the meeting prepared with a strategy to bring the council to
decisive action. If the student representatives don't have time to ade-
quately represent us on the theoretically most powerful legislative body
at Wooster, I seriously question their justification for being on the coun-
cil.
I don't write this out of spite, but out of hope that the Campus Council
can work. Since the council exists primarily to meet the needs of stu-
dents, the student representatives must work decisively and with dedica-
tion : or it will fail not out of anyone's fault but our own.
Lebanon Christian-Musli- m Riff
Source Of Fedayeen Dispute
ByNORMMACKAY
Independence came to Lebanon in
1943 when the French broke their
official ties with the new Govern-
ment, The French Mandate left
behind a country with a population
divided demographically into half
Christian and half Muslim. Co-
nveniently, the Parliament and
Government bureaucracies were set
up (provisionally, at the time) as a
concessional democracy to reflect
this demographic reality. Michael
Suleiman, a long-tim- e observer of
confessional democracy, in Lebanon,
notes: "Confessional democracy, as
it operates in Lebanon, assures each
religious sect a share in
parliamentary, governmental and
civil service offices which is
proportionate to that group's
numerical strength in the country's
population."
However, the unsuitability of a
confessional government has, in
recent years, become obvious. The
last census in that small Levantine
country was taken over a decade
ago. The average Lebanese
laughingly attributes this apparent
oversight to a marked increase in
the Muslim population; and, in the
same breath, he argues that if a
census were taken the artificially
imposed political stability of the
country would crumble.
,
Relations between the deputies
(representatives) of the Christian
and Muslim sects in Parliament
have gnerally been cordial. Since
the June 196? war, the appearance of
the Palestinian Commando as the
source of Arab pride and unity, has
forced the Lebanese people to the
question of their loyalty and com-
mitment as Arabs. With successive
clashes between the guerillas and
Lebanese authorities, sectarian
tensions have grown and relations
this past year have been far from
crodial.
Most Christians support the status
quo and stand by President Helou, a
Maronite Catholic, who insists on
Lebanon's independence and
national integrity over all other
loyalties. The Lebanese Muslims,
particularly the Sunni branch of the
Islamic faith, express strong
Published weekly durine the academic
PAUL MEYER, Sports
JIM MAIWURM, Bus. Mgr.
emotional backing for the
Palestinian Commandos, who are
seen as the Arabs rallying point
behind Nasser's oft-repeat- ed plea
for Arab unity. To these poeple the
Fedayeen are heroes, fighting for a
noble cause: the elimination of the
Zionist state of Israel which
politically and economically
discriminates against the non-Jew- s;
and the re-creati- ng of a Palestine
where Jews, Muslims and Christians
may coexist politically and
economically and in peaceful har-
mony. They resent the fact that their
Government has been content to
give only moral support to the
Palestinians. Yet Lebanon's role as
a neutral power has given it no other
choice!
Over the years hostility has built
up among Muslims in their attitudes
toward Christians.This is somewhat
understandable, because, by in
large the Christians have been the
better educated and monied
groups, who have occupied the best
positions in government and in-
dustry. The very evident economic
imbalance between Muslim and
Christian is not to be attributed en-
tirely (as the Lebanese Christian
contends) to the persistent in-dustrious- ness
of the latter.
Rather, it harks back to the
Mandate period in which the Chris-
tians were offered favored positions
and given opportunities and
privileges not awarded to Muslims.
The trend at the time may have
indicated an implicit trust in a
Christian whose religion and habits
were more familiar to the French-
man. However, whatever the
reason, during the first 26 years of
Lebanese historv as a snvpreitmx. . o--.
nation, the Christians have
traditionally held the commercial
and military spheres of influence. As
a result, large numbers of
disinherited Muslims have demon-
strated during the last few months
that they can provide a major source
of revolutionary potential.
Another source of revolutionary
potential could come from the stu-
dent element in Beirut, whose sup-
port for the Fedayeen has been loud-
est. There are a plethora of student
political parties at the four major
v tf wvvrv aav&AUMJ 7 IUIU
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Underground Activity
loMors To The (Editor
ALUMNUS VIEW
To the editor:
I have read with not little consternation and sorrow
the reports in the Moratorium as they appeared in the
last two issues of VOICE, October 10 and 17. It would
seem that most of the college community had fallen
under the spell of the speakers and organizers, most of
whom, (if not all) evidently had little or no competence
in this field. Some quoted rumor for fact, playing on the
sympathies of youth. Some misinterpreted the
proposals and methods of our President in his efforts to
end the War, and condemned him out of hand. They
cried for instant Peace, as if that were the summum-bonu- m
of all virtues, with no reminder of our commit-
ments. One quoted the old fable that all wars are evil
and that war has never solved any problem (forgetting
our own war for independence, won with the help of
another nation). Another gave the inappropriate
illustration of Emperor Asoka who had waged wars of
conquest (like North Vietnam) and becoming a Bud-
dhist, confessed his sins and gave up wars of con-
quest. Vietnam was deemed as unworthy of our efforts
to help preserve its freedom, belittling it as a small na-
tion of peasants (actually 31 million).
That Wooster faculty and students could be moved
by such unreasoning ideas frightens me. I will give
place to no one in my love for my Alma Mater, nor to
any Woosterian in my knowledge of andexperience
with the horrors of war, with famines, the sufferings of
refugees, the incredible cruelties of Communist con-
quest and also the spiritual heights to which danger
and suffering often raise the victim. I also know the
country where our men are now fighting and so many
giving their lives (as I also do Cambodia, Thailand and
Burma) . Its people are a proud race who no more want
to be swallowed by Communism than do you or I.
Many of us feel that we would not have done our
Christian duty if we had not answered their cry for help
against the Communist North which was seeking to
take their liberty from them, regardless of losses in life
and property involved. "He who would save his life,"
and like the priest and Levite pass by on the other side,
"shall lose it," as Christ said; or as Martin Luther
King remarked, "It may mean going to jail. . .it i. may
mean even physical death. But if physical death is tne
nripp that a man miicf nav tn froa Viio chflAfan ami Viiom.mv "lull tuuuif J W AIM UlllUi VAA H11U lilO
brethren from permanent death of the spirit, then
nothing could be more redemptive."
Finally, it is undeniable that the efforts of those
demanding instant peace have greatly encouraged the
warlords of North Vietnam to believe that they need
only to hold out a little longer and the War will be won
by them. In the mean time Taiwan, Korea, Thailand,
Cambodia, Malaysia, the Philippines are watching the
outcome of the Moratorium efforts with the greatest
concern, knowing that if North Vietnam wins they will
be victims of concentrated Communist invasion in
strength.
George A. Fitch,
Class of '06
ART THEFT
To the editor:
The function of the Lowry Center Program Board is
to plan and carry out social and entertaining activities
for the campus. To this end the Program Board
frequently has on display art work of national and local
renown . Recently a photo exhibit by Stu Simmonds
was hung in the lower promenade lounge of the Center.
Last Friday on of the photographs was removed by an
unknown person. In plain terms, this is theft.
Now, obviously, the Program Board expects and
receives griefs about some of the programs it offers.
And we have learned to take this in stride, and con- -
GUEST COLUMN
tinue to plan social activities. But this vandalism to an
individual student's labors is ridiculous! This is the
third time that a student's art work has in some way
been molested.
I think I can speak for the Program Board when I say
that we are firm believers in "do your own thing," but
enough is enough . If the student body wants to continue
to be "entertained," I suggest they accept the
responsibility for such entertainment.
JANET WINNER
CHAIRMAN,
LOWRY CENTER PROGRAM BD.
Tin) B0SSDoiniiSi iriifty"
Both the vicious and the foolish
who sparked the October 15th
"Moratorium Day" demonstra-
tion are planning more. This
month they threaten to disrupt
two days, then three in Decem-
ber, etc., until our country rolls
over and gives up to the Commu-
nist aggressors in Vietnam.
One faction of these aid-the-en-e- my
activitists is planning a
march from Arlington National
Cemetery in Virginia across the
Potomac River bridge to the
Capitol. It is scheduled to start at
6 p. m. on November 13 and con-
tinue until mid-morni- ng of No-
vember 15 with perhaps thous-
ands of participants marching in
single file. Behind them in Ar-
lington will lie patriotic Ameri-
cans who died to preserve the
freedom which these marchers
will abuse as they support the
Communist killers.
The marchers are supposed to
represent every American killed
in Vietnam and every Vietna-
mese village destroyed, but the
irony is that the pressure to stop
By Al Musser (Canton, Ohio)
the war is being put on the de-
fenders against the Red aggres-
sors, and not on the Communists
who killed the Americans whom
the marchers are supposed to
represent. If the march were
through lines in Vietnam, the
casuality list would rise rapidly
for the Reds would mow down
any who came forward to protest
against their murderous dep-
redations.
Isn't it significant and sick-- '
ening that the demonstrates
pick a safe place and aim at those
who provide the safety instead of
pointing to those who have
caused the bloodshed through ag-
gression?
Sample of Anarchy
The scene has been almost im-
possible to believe, but there it
was. In a federal courtroom in
Chicago, usually a place of sub-
stantial dignity, a defendant in a
serious trial was on his feet,
shouting, disrupting the hearing,
calling the. judge names like "ra-
cist, fascist pig." Repeated
warnings were to no avail. Fel-
low defendants did not quiet him.
.
Speaks
In fact, one of them waved a
clenched fist at the jury. What do
you do in such a situation?
Do you allow the defendant to
defeat justice by his violent beha-
vior or do you restrain the in-
dividual so that order may pre-
vail? Judge Julius J. Hoffman,
after clear and repeated warn-
ings, ordered Black Panther
Bobby Seale restrained. Since he
is a defendant, he cannot be re-
moved from the trial so he sits
in the courtroom with a gag in his
mouth and his body bound to his
chair.
It is a shocking, disgusting
spectacle that should alert the
American people to the true na-
ture of some of the revolution-
aries who are trying to overturn
law and substitute anarchy from
which they hope to arise as dicta-
tors through fear and coercion.
The trial in Chicago involves
the rioting that sought to disrupt
last Summer's Democratic Na-
tional Convention. Perhaps Bob-
by Seale's contemptible conduct
in person before the jury has
(Continued On Page 5)
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Carrying the United Nations flag like an olympic torch for peace,
the Ashland College Student Senate (left) drags into Lowry Center
after running the flag from Ashland to Wooster. The idea of a cross-
country marathon started at University of Michigan, and so did the
flag. It is traveling from college to college until it reaches Washing-
ton, hopefully in time for the Moratorium, where it will be presented
to some official although it has not yet been decided whom.
After spending the night in Wooster the flag billowed along with
Bob Cuthrie (right) on the first one-mil- e leg to Malone College in
Akron. Members of the cross-countr- y team as well as some other
long-legge- d students also ran in the trek.
J.O.IV. 'Philly' Community Conference;
Urban Education Visits Higher Education
Twenty-fiv- e GLCA students at-
tended a conference on the
Philadelphia Urban Semester pro
program involves planning for that
city in the year 2000. Wooster's
plunge" program which is an in-- college" program.
Dr. L. Gordon Tait, professor of
religion, has been appointed book
review editor of the JOURNAL OF
ECUMENICAL STUDIES, an inter- -
religious Quarterly published at
as professor in addition to this new
role.
As book review editor, Dr. Tait
will work with about 380 reviewers
from 19 countries. For each issue
they will review approximately 20
books in the field of ecumenical
studies. "The aim is a perceptive,
critical review that notes both the
strengths and weaknesses of a
work," Dr. Tait says.
"The high standing of the
JOURNAL OF ECUMENICAL
STUDIES in the scholarly world is
due partly to the fact that such well-know- n
religious personalities as
John L. McKenzie, Gregory Baum,
Albert Outler, Robert McAfee
Brown, Langdon Gilkey, Herman
Hailperin and Richard Rubenstin
write reviews for us," he adds.
"Ecumenical studies has come to
embrace many different kinds of
dialogue," Dr. Tait notes. "In addi-
tion to conversations among
Catholics, Protestant and Eastern
Orthodox, we have Jewish-Christia- n,
Marxist-Christia- n and Hindu-Christi- an
dialogues, to name but a
few. The reviewers in the future are
going to have to be 'new breed,' per-
sons who are conversant with sub-
jects or themes that cross religion or
thought-syste-m boundaries," he
said.
lime was given 10 me questions 01
"entry" and "re-entr- y" orientation.
A conference will be held in Gam-bie- r,
Ohio at Kenyon College,
December 5--7, for any student or
. r fnn J professor who is interested in urbanM.igion Prot uade jf j". tplanning to go to Philadelphia on theHa Air Fl aim aim U filla program. For those students whoUUUIA klGUIGW I2.UI1UI have air.
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Lebanon Christian-Musli- m Riff
expanding Urban Studies program, universities in Beirut, most of whom predominantly Muslim Tripoli
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Cabinet have been largely unsuc-
cessful.
At the same time, Beirut's unique
role as the communications and
commercial center of the Middle
East is, by most counts, still intact.
Despiteeaii.6 temporarytciixx u j, Cwyeconomicuv. Fupanics
uWiatiu.uwewwiiuiuui4iu camp confronted the army over and shows little promise of im--
knowledge of what this urban ex-- such incidents as the arrest of killing proving. Most western tourists are
perience means is necessary before of a Commando. Tripoli, the second scared away by the possibility of
S0 largest city in the country, is the tar-- trouble. But the fact that Lebanon is
The conference Closed with the PPt. nf the Ponular Front, one of hPrfcpH in eeoeraDhicallv bv Svria
Temple University in Philadelphia, feelinS of renewed wmmitment to three major Fedayeen organizations and Israel, and that visas are not us-P- a.
Dr. Tait will continue at his post solution of urban problems and utUizes the area for the training of ually granted by either country to
w me expansion 01 urrjan siuaies small, guerilla sabotage units. The western travellers, discourages
programs on all of the GLCA Front is the Palestinian arm of the even the more adventurous,
campuses. Arab nationalist movement and, in Both sides agreed to major con- -
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cessions at the Accords in Cairo two
weeks ago. For Lebanon's part,
t uu i vvuviiu . - o o- - 1 nuu vi uiv oi vi mm uuuuiiuuwu ii.' Perioral TTmilo Rucfoni ViaeCollege in Indiana. Those present and professors, and changing inter-part- y squabbles over "means" runs high, the army's control of the JrZiJSr&mB.an.iwi thevi tnwo nomine nrhiof. studentattitudeswp.redisrnsRPr,jinH instparl nf "pnds" Npvprthplpss. kno nn m-i-n- Mi aeciarea inai Leoanon acuveiy sup- -reoresentediclu cociibcu iiiic iirrv groupsuvuim nuiui . , cuca iiao iiu i uccit nuvuuicu
were on the program last year and shared with the gr,oup. their very presence reflects a high-- Lebanon has been essentially
students who are in Philadelphia Alton Richards, a member of the degree of political consciousness, without a Government since
now. The main focus of the con-- staff of the Philadelphia program, The various parties (although premier Abdullah Yafi resigned in
ference was an examination of the and Mike Carroll, a Wabash student, opposed by such a group as the January of this year. Rashid
program, past and present, and an gave the group their feelings on Lebanese League) have joined Karami. anativeof Tripoli and a ve- -
analysis of what the GLCA colleges what is presently happening in the rte and have presented a unified teran Premier six times over, was
are doing to further urban studies program. Discussion also centered front fore the Lebanese Govern- - appointed to replace him by Presi- -
education. arouna means or maKing tne pro-- "Wfc uiwiuuu" u8uv' uum nuou. omtc uo, u muu- -
ports the Palestinian cause, and has
granted the Fedayeen the right to
pass through Lebanon in limited
numbers from their bases in Syria:
In return, Yasir Arafat, leader of the
largest Fedayeen group, Al Fatah,
has agreed to Lebanon's demand
that the Fedayeen be limited to a
narrow corridor of eastern Lebanon
.Natives of each of the gram better known, wayTof gettog &jS2& ft SSST&h KSSiu o descriptionWmHnn more students interestedntPTPstpH in nrhanu b give tne guerillas complete treeaom m a state of semi-resignatio- n. Each 4 t 4 .u.schools attending gave a
of the activities on their campuses
designed to bring the urban ex-
perience closer to the students.
Albion has initiated an "urban
tense weekend in Detroit where stu
dents are exposed to the problems,
resources and intracasies of a city.
Wabash's "Crawfordsville: 2000"
studies and attempts to make the
GLCA colleges committed to ad-
mitting Black students from
Philadelphia in the "transitional
to work from the whole southern successive crisis has rendered him
border of Lebanon in order to give more powerless and his valiant ef-furt- her
impetus to the resistance forts to prop up his temporary
crossing point at Masnaa to the
Israeli border area east of the Litani
River. Also, the number of guerillas
in the country at one time will be
controlled by the army, and the
building of operational bases within
Lebanon is prohibited.
Finally, days, and maybe months
will pass before the uneasy truce
established at the Cairo Accords can
assessed with any accuracy. Like
Two other-Wai- t sources of in the wake of every crisis, foreign J!ZSnthm
Kh fi
Wfi!!!!!i 10U"S IJtf and to thJe sHghtest uLt in the!A"J refugees have poured out of the fore June 1967, is don considerably and""SlKfisectional and ethnic strife havebeen the modus vivendi for most of
the Arab countries since their in-
ception as sovereign states in the
aftermath of the pre-Wor- ld War il
French and British mandates. Yet,
with the explosive nature of the
present Palestinian-Israe- li conflict
it does not take an "8" ball to predict
that further troubles on this newest
of Arab fronts is inevitable.
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Behind At
Vacation Time
MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS NOW!
PHONE 264-989- 9
AUTO CLUB
Germantown Education Scenes;
yeSteve Brooks assists students in
filmmaking; girls involved in gym-nasti- es
work out.
GLGA, Wooster Focus On City Learning
ByALUNGER
Germantown is the cite of num-
erous innovative programs in
education, both public and
parochial. Here, young people are
learning the 'alphabet soup'
organizations along with their
ABC's. Many chant their par-
ticipation in the "NOW generation"
(New Opportunities Workshops),
some look forward to going
"GASPing" (Germantown Area
School Project) each week and still
others anticipate seeing GLCA
(Philadelphia urban semester) stu-
dents in their activities.
Beginning on Thursday and
running through the weekend, a pro-
gram assembled by NOW and in-
volving other educational com-
munity resources from the German-tow- n
community, will be on the
campus as part of the year's theme,
"Community in a Fractured So-
ciety." The activities of the con-
ference will involve demonstrations,
workshops,, and discussions fol-
lowing the' title, "Urban education
visits higher education."
The participants from
Philadelphia represent a diverse
group of community members.
f? GAYJWGIBSON'S
' m -- 'PARTY-PARADE"
Regulation gear forI all good times lined- - f
up on your calendar.
Wools, velvets, crepes
and knits. Sizes 5 to 13
DEULAH DECHTEL
Included are Dr. Robert De Haan,
Director of the Phila. Urban
Semester, Steve Brooks who directs
various film making programs, Jeff
Robbins, the Director of NOW, and
students participating in these pro-
grams.
The NOW program involves the
total community in the educational
process. Participants cross age,
economic, racial and social gaps.
Two of the major underlying
assumptions of the program are 1)
learning is 'broader in context than
classroom instruction, and 2) the
learning experience ideally in-volve- s's
one's total life and mental
and physical abilities. .
Gymkraftics, from which the pro-
gram began, is today only one of
NOW's activities. It combines
elements of tumbling, modern
dance and improvisational
dramatics. Gymkraftics, like other
parts of the program, aims at
allowing a student to develop a sense
of self; a sense of community and its
dynamics; and an ability to relate
and influence the shape of the two.
Steve Brooks has developed
numerous film programs for
educational programs in and around
Philadelphia. Among his activities is
a program with GLCA students
working with film making courses in
several Germantown public
schools.
The conference is directed toward
opening up the two-wa- y street
between the GLCA colleges and
urban communities.
Has thel.R.S.
got you
under a hex?
Then keep out
of trouble with
Don't try to fake it on Itemized
deductions but don't sell your-
self short either.
Use a no-minimum-bal- ance
ThriftiCheck Personal Checking
Account to pay deductible ex-
penses. Have all the figures at
your fingertips at tax-tim- e and
cancelled ThriftiChecks for proof.
ThriftiChecks are personalized
free. Get them at...
The
Wayne County
National Dank
Main Office
Public Square
Cleveland-Beal- l Office
Opposite the Hospital- -
t
Take stock in America
Buy US. Savings Bonds & Freedom Shares
15k IN PLAIN ENGLISH .. .
We're HUNG With
3D Dozen
$5.00
CRESLAN - SWEAT SHIRTS! !
1) Assorted Colors, Solids And Stripes V
Or Crew Neck. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
NICK AMSTER'S
WOOSTER'S FINE MEN'S AND WOMEN'S STORE
SINCE 1897
WE MADE A MISTAKE
BUT DON'T RUB IT IN
JUST TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF US!
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Year In Colombia-
-1 H)ne Of The Best" GLCA Immersions
By MARTI ROBERTSON
Last year I went to weekly parties that never ended before 4 a jn., took
27 cent taxie rides, had my breakfast served in bed any day I wanted, and
saw operas and ballets for $1.25. Those were just some of the fringe
benefits of spending two semesters studying under ' the GLCA program
in Bogota, Colombia. One of the first questions always asked me is "why
Bogota?", implying "why not someplace exotic like Rome, or mysterious
like Manchuria?". "Why an unknown, underdeveloped country way
down in Latin America?", and I would reply that that last sentence sums
up so much that is beautiful about Colombia.
I knew very little Spanish when I
arrived in Bogota, so the first few
weeks living with my Colombian
family involved communication by
sign language and extreme
patience. Classes began im-
mediately at the GLCA center in
Bogota. Some fifty-fiv- e American
students were there taking courses
in Spanish with Colombian profes-
sors. When the first semester
classes ended in December.thoseof
us who stayed in Bogota for the
second semester entered the
Colombian university of our choice
and we were on our own!
I am convinced that GLCA in
Colombia has devised one of the best
methods for fully immersing a stu-
dent in the foreign culture. The first
semester's study merely served as
preparation for those students who
did not know enough Spanish or
could not adapt as quickly to the
culture. Our placement in Colom-
bian middle-clas- s families was a
tremendous asset in getting an
excellent insight into the culture. My
Colombian family consisted of my
seflbr (father) and senora (mother),
four daughters ages, 21, 20, 18, and
13, a 12 year-ol-d servant boy who
became my protege, three or four
boarders and a new maid every
week or so when the old one got
fired.
Colombia is an underdeveloped
country. She is recovering from a
civil war that began little more than
20 years ago and killed more persons
than our Civil War did. There is no
J
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Every morning. The Plain Dealer.
Start off your day informed.
Ohio's largest newspaper lays it
on you straight. With AP, Los
AngelesTimesWashington Post,
and New York Times News Ser-vices.W- ith
syndicated columnists
Buckley, Buchwald, Reston,
and Rowan. With expert sports
and fashion writers. Subscribe to
the PD while you're at college.
We'll deliver your copy before
class the morning of publication,
anywhere on or off campus. Get
with it. Every morning. With
the PD.
Contact Don Bellamy,
your PD campus representative.
Phone:264-1234- , ext. 413
He may be your next president.
Tho Plain Dealer is
central heating, the telephones
don't work when it rains, and there
are so few cars that they are still in
the stage where no one pays at-
tention to the stop signs or red lights.
Eighty per cent of the population
is lower class. There is hunger all
over peoples' faces, there are pick-
pockets, there are little boys of four
years who sing on the public busses
and beg, and shoeshiiie boys and
cripples and street-corne- r vendors.
But Colombians are beautiful peo-
ple. They know something about life
that we haven't yet learned in
America. They know that Time
' should be used to make friends and
to grow and involve oneself with
others; where we in America still
think that Time should be used to
make us look efficient. I met few
Colombians who were not eager to
know me or help me out. How many
of us as Americans have gone out of
Consultants To Aid
Urban Studies Plans
The formation of a conference of
outside counsultanis to the Urban
Studies Committee was announced
October 28, by President Drushal.
The counsultants, a group of seven
from schools and urban institutions,
will have their first meeting in
Wooster the weekend of December 5.
The advisory committee's task is
to provide resources and expertise
in examining our urban program. As
the program takes on a national
scale, this becomes increasingly
important in securing human and
financial resources. This group is
viewed by many as an asset in at-
tracting foundation funding where
the names on the committee add
weight and a depth to the program
when applications are made.
A schedule for the conference has
not been worked out as of this date.
Drushal, commenting on the group,
said their main function is to meet
with the Urban Studies Committee
and determine their role as well as
the course of the weekend at that
time. No plans have been made for
the advisory group to meet with stu-
dents other than those on the Urban
Studies Committee.
Questions have been raised
concerning the formation of the
advisors. Several of the Urban
Studies members said the announce-
ment came as a surprise. They felt
their Committee should have been
consulted to lend their expertise for
which they had been hired or placed
on the committee.
Furthermore, they expressed the
hope that a group of such caliber
might be available to meet with
students. Commenting for the
VOICE, Drushal said he called the
committee by Presidential in-vatati- on.
The members of the committee
are: Dean Donald Price, Kennedy
School of Business Administration,
Harvard University; Prof. Richard
Harr, Harvard University Law
School; Prof. Richard Eells, College
of Business Administration,
Columbia University; Dr. Elizabeth
Mann Borgese (daughter of Thomas
Mann) Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions, Santa
Barbra, Calif.; Dr. Ruby Pernell,
School of Applied Social Science,
Case-Weste- rn Reserve University;
The Rev. John McDowell, Director
of Social Welfare, Commission on
Social Welfare, National Council of
Churches, New York; Dr. Catherine
V. Richards, Special Consultant to
the Chief of Welfare Services,
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D. C.
our way for a foreign student?
From the capital city of Bogota, I
branched out to visit the rural sec-
tions of Colombia. During Christmas
vacation I traveled from Bogota to
Lima, Peru by bus (Greyhound it
wasn't!). During the course of a
year there I took an overnight ferry
on the Pacific Ocean, almost got ar-
rested for tying my horse in a town
plaza, climbed in the ruins of the
Lost City of the Incas, got shot at
while camping on a Colombian
farm, made friends with 20
Colombian orphan boys, got chased
on horseback by a bull, spent New
Year's Eve in a YMCA in Lima,
Peru and Easter on a primitive is-
land just off the Panamanian coast
All this was such a small part of
the total experience in being there. I
believe that being in a more under-
developed area offered more con-
trast to our American way of life. I
learned that traits I had thought
were human nature are not really
human nature at all, but just a dif-
ference in culture. I have so many
more friends now and it is funny how
my concept of the world is so much
larger. An experience like that
never seems to fade away it is just
a vivid, exciting part of the new per-
son you become.
(Continued From Page 2)
The "S
shown more about him than any
other evidence possibly could
but the jury is frying and the ju-
dicial authorities are trying to
give him a fair hearing, with a
presumption of innocence.
Bobby Seale has done his best
to disrupt the case. If there is
prejudice, he and not the
forces of law and order is sole-
ly responsible for it.
Shocking Situation
Rep. Albert Watson (R-S- . C.)
has alerted the nation to a hor-
rible situation in the schools of
our nation's capital: "Violence in
District of Columbia schools is so
widespread that teachers and
students alike are more concern-
ed with self-preservat-ion than
education. If there aren't enough
patrolmen to assure school safe-
ty, then units of the National
Guard should be activated to do
the job."
YR's Support Nixon
Speech "In General
By Jim Miner
At 7:00 Wednesday, Nov. 5, the
Young Republican on campus called
a meeting to increase membership.
President Bob Morehead announced
that dues would be $1 a year. A
hundred per cent increase in mem-
bership was noted.
The Young Republicans support:
Nixon's Nov. 3 speech "in general"
the Moratorium for peace "but not if
FfeTEY WllXMMS
This is a shocking situation and
one which is not confined to the
District of Columbia schools
alone. It occurs in varying de-
grees in many other places as
well.
Castro's Christmas
"Christmas comes but once a
year
..."
Unless, of course, you're in
Communist Cuba and then it
may not come at all or late at
best. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt got into a lot of hot wa-
ter when he changed Thanksgiv-
ing from the fourth to the last
Thursday in November at-
tempting to provide a longer
"pre-Christma- s" business sea-
son but that was nothing com-
pared with what Red Dictator Fi-
del Castro is doing in Cuba.
He has ordered Christmas
"postponed" this year until
PAGE FIVE
it's against Nixon," the Vote 19
campaign and a lessening of the
penalties for pot
Some individuals at the meeting
supported "in principle" having
more blacks on campus "to bring it
up to the national average of 15 to 18
per cent." Further meetings are
tentatively scheduled for Wednesday
nights in Lowry Center.
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Speeds
next July. The reason he gives is
that he wants his captive Cubans
to stick to their Fall and Winter
work of harvesting the sugar
cane crop on which the Cuban
economy is dependent and which,
under Castro, has been weak in
recent years.
We are sure that postponement
of Christmas for harder work in
the cane fields will not be widely
applauded in Cuba but the
people will be virtually helpless
to do anything about it
"We will save our suckling pig
and Christinas Eve beans, Ba-
cardi rum and beer for July,"
Castro said in a broadcast to Cu-
bans. "Everybody has a date in
the cane fields."
And just think, some initially
pictured the rise of Castro as
though he were coming like Santa
Claus ...
Mftdwdl Jewelers
ACROSS FROM NEWBERRYS IN DOWNTOWN WOOSTER
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Store Hours 9 A. M. - 9 P. M.
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY
At Low Low Prices
Men's Stainless Steel Ladies Gold Filled
Watch Dands
$11.08
'A CARAT DIAMONDS AS LOW AS Sg.OO
Hundreds Of Fine Items In Woostcrs Oldest
And Finest Jewelry Store At Real SAVINGS
ProftdMirdl Jewelers
145 E. LIBERTY ST. WOOSTER
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Booters Gain' Fourth' Sfmight Trip ToRegionals
record aeainst the Scots over the .DnAVfprprrv g Saturrtovday mniHn'tcould 't haveHavp Wnbee morenn
...jByD EBERKEY
The Fighting Scot soccer team
left no doubt in anyone's mind who is
the superior team in the Ohio Con-
ference, or in small college soccer in
the state, for that matter. Wooster
capped a highly successful regular
season with a 5-- 0 win over Witten-
berg last Saturday and an invitation
to the NCAA Mideast Regional
tournament for next weekend.
In Ohio Conference play, the Scots
compiled a 7-- 0 record and kept alive
their two-ye- ar string of consecutive
OAC wins. The last loss against a
conference foe came in the last
game of the 1967 season when the
booters dropped a 5--0 decision to
Oberlin. Since that time Woosterhas
won 14 straight in the OAC. Wooster
Coach Bob Nye has a phenomenal
27-7-
-5 record against Ohio Con-
ference foes since coming here in
1964. No OAC school has a winning
years.
- aTne tournament nas Deen a
regular event in the Wooster season
for four straight years now, but the
Scots face a jin of a 0--5 record in
tournament play. This year theSJSSLVUUCfiC in MiHvuiiiK, u. Mic
weekend of Nov. 21-2- 2.
Six schools were rated when the
committee began the selection. The
top six in the five-sta- te area of Ohio, die, early in the first stanza. A Wit-Michig- an,
Indiana, Illinois, and Wis-- tenberg fullback, trying to head the
consin were in order: Southern ball out of trouble, put the ball into
Illinois University, Cleveland State, the upper corner of his own goal and
Wheaton College, MacMurray Col- - Wooster held a 2--0 first half lead.
Wittenberg Stops GHdders' Bid
For Upset: Manages 14-1- 3 Win
By TOM HILT
Coming off a near-ups- et of ninth-ranke-d
Wittenberg, the Fighting
Scot football team will celebrate its
Centennial Game (100 years of col-
lege football) tomorrow by hosting
the Yeomen of Oberlin College. The
Scots had an upset in mind when
they travelled to Springfield last
Saturday, but had to settle for a 14-1-3
loss.
"It was the finest football game
that we have played in my four
years at The College of Wooster,"
praised Scott Head Mentor Jack
Lengyel. "For that matter, it was
the finest football game that I have
ever been associated with."
In regard to the two-poi-nt conver-
sion following the Scots' second
1 v riitcc, w9w , i.u
The first two teams . declmed ttie
invitation in favor of the NCAA
University Division tournament and
the next four in order accepted,
booster being the top Ohio small
college representative.
TO, 0.- - 4- - Cn.i.ntinN 1ome owia uiy w oiAuignwu
touchdown, Lengyel explained, "A
football game is meant to be won,
and either we or our opponents de-
serve to win the ball game. It would
have been an injustice to Davey
Maurer and his football team if we
would have kicked the extra point
for the tie."
Coach Lengyel felt that for the
first time this season the Scots
played 60 minutes of football. There
were many incidents which could
have demoralized the Scots' of-
fensive and defensive units, but they
continued to fight back.
The first time the Tigers had their
hands on the ball, they marched 68
yards in seven plays for their initial
score. The final play was a 37-ya- rd
pass from quarterback Rocky Alt to
end John Beckett with 10:20 left in
J i V. 40 11 t
ill v-- "
j , J
END STEVE CHASE (43) pulls in one of his two receptions
against Wittenberg last Saturday during the critical fourth quart
FOR NOTES
FOR LETTERS
SEE OUR GAY - SMARTLY
DESIGNED WRITING PAPER
Jhe Cj$ Corner
PUBLIC SQUARE
VOICE
After 7-3- -1 Season
UCCe55IUl. WOOSier Completely
dominated the game against a team
that was having its best season ever,
The Tigers ended the 1969 campaign
at 5.4.1 including a win over Ohio
Wesleyan. But as Nye put it. "We
!?S ".ES
DUO UOW, playing 1US COn- -
vwni iuh 1.7 v in u t iif" iiu f f 11 w wnwn
. 6""'" Y" , 7gave him the school record, scoredj
the first goal on a drive up the mid--
ti. i j i iuiucMuicF-u- c u uuuuuucu uiuic
second haU. Senior Tom Moseley,
who had been credited with the
second goal because he was the
closest to the ball, scored an
"honest" one on a pass from Dave
Naggiar. The continuing Wooster
..!.1J.J J.1 1pressure yiemeu anoiner goal live
the first quarter.
Jim DeRose returned the Witten-
berg kickoff to the Wooster 25. From
there, the Scots drove 70 yards in 19
plays. With a fourth and five
situation, Dave Poetter attempted a
22-ya-
rd field goal that was wide.
The Tigers threatened with two
field goal attempts late in the first
half. One, with just two seconds
remaining, hit the cross bar and
bounced back; the other was wide.
The second half opened with
Wittenberg again looking as if it
would make a runaway of the game.
The Tigers' fleet halfback, Darryl
Herring, ran the kickoff back to the
Wittenberg 46, and a piling on
penalty against Wooster moved the
ball to the Scot 38-ya- rd line. The
Tigers clawed the 38, yards in 10
plays with halfback Claud Dent
slicing two yards over left guard for
the TD. It came with 11:10 left in the
third quarter. Bill Trumpeter kicked
both PAT's for Wittenberg.
The Scots did not let down and
remained alert. They continually
applied pressure, waiting for the
breaks which would set them loose.
One came late in the third quarter
when Alt fumbled the ball, and Ron
Maltrich fell on it on the Tiger 26.
Three plays later, DeRose bulldozed
over the middle for 13 yards, and
then fumbled the ball. It was re-
covered by Jack Mackan on the Wit
six-yar- d line.
In the fourth quarter, Rick Quayle
intercepted an Alt aerial on the
Wittenberg 36. On the next play
from scrimmage, Scot quarterback
Tom Boardman fumbled the ball on
a bootleg, and Wes Bates recovered
it for the Tigers. Fumblitice was not
over yet as two plays later, Herring
fumbled, and Maltarich made his
third recovery of the day.
"Maltarich had an outstanding
day on defense," lauded Lengyel fol-
lowing the game.
The Scots moved the ball to the
Wittenberg five-yar- d line, where on
a fourth down play, they were
stalled. The Scots forced the Tigers
to punt on a third down situation.
Frehman Bob "Blinky" Buchanan
blocked the punt, his second in two
games, and Terry Hatcher re-
covered it on the three. On a third
and one situation, DeRose plunged
for the Scots' score with 5:45 re-
maining in the game. Bob Macoritti
kicked the PAT.
"Blinky" did another great job for
us today," praised Lengyel.
Macoritti kicked a very high on-si- de
kick that went 12 yards and was
recovered by Hatcher. The Scots
then drove 49 yards in 13 plays for
their second touchdown. On a third
and four, quarterback Gary Ven-dem- ia
lofted the ball over two de-
fenders' heads and into the arms of
(Continued On Page 7)
minutes later when Nageiar booted
In o Pfprrp Rarlin rnmpr viot
The final Wooster goal came with
14 minutes left iin the the game. Sen--
ior Chuck Noth, out of the last game
and many of the practice sessions
with a sprained ankle, took a cross
from sophomore Bruce HUler and
VrVA itintothn riaht mrnor Tf woe
. . .
-
.
iNotn s Jist goal at wooster and ex--
tended Ha rr POfll rprnrd whirh
he had set against Oberlin a month
ago.
Wooster's final regular season
statistics have Dow as the leading
SCOrer With Seven POal.S and four aS- -
"
.
-- "-
SISts Notn is second witn g0als
and two assists, followed by Nag- -
t anL nA L.Zww 5uw n cumw.
The Scots averaged 2.18 goals per
game to 1.09 for their opponents,
Wooster outshot its foes 246-10- 9 but
the opponents'ff" shooting per centage
topped Wooster's 11. - 9.7 per Cent.
Ted Caldwell had 69 saves for 6.27
1A
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COACH HUGH RUFFING is flanked by two of his four senior
cross country men as the squad prepares for its final meet tomorrow
with Oberlin and Akron. At left is Bob Crabtree, right Is Doug
Stoehr. Two other seniors, Larry Lindberg and Tim Blish, were ab-
sent when the picture was taken.
Host Harriers Capture Fifth
In Ohio Conference Meet
By JIM NELSON
The Wooster cross country team
placed fifth in the Ohio Conference
championship meet held at Wooster
last Saturday. Eleven teams par-
ticipated in the OC meet.
Wooster head coach Hugh Ruffing
felt the Scots lived up to their ex-
pectations. "We ran a terrific race. I
underrated Marrietta, otherwise the
team beat who Ithoughtthey would."
Mt. Union won the conference
championship, scoring only 45
points. The Purple Raiders won the
crown with ease as their closest op-
ponent was Baldwin-Wallac- e with 96
markers. The surprise team,
Marietta, came in third with 126
scores.
Oberlin, Wooster, and Capital bat-
tled it out for the following three
places as less than 20 points
separated these teams. Oberlin
took the highest post with 133 points
with Wooster and Capital scoring 150
and 155 points, respectively, for fifth
and sixth. ,
Denison's Big Red finished
seventh (171), Wittenberg eighth
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per game.
In total goals Wooster doubled its
opponents' total, 24-1- 2, which con--
tributed to the Scots' winning seven
of their last eight games,
"The Scots now are playing as a
team better than any other team
I've had here," Nye commented on
the
.
season. "In last year's squad,
tne feeling and performance was
hih flnH ,pvplpH rff
winning spirit that is within the
team now has been building since
the Hiram game," the coach con--
tinued. Up to that point the Scots had
been playing well enough to win, but
moron't cvirintr onA
.
AiAn't caam tnvv ,viU16 wwikwu w
h momentum. That momentum
J-"J:z-
:
is greater now than it ever Ss been
wiumi uie mam, accuruing 10 iye.
"Many players have told me that
they are more excited about the
tournament this year than they ever
were in the previous years," the
coach related. Can it be said that
this could be the year?
h ..in
I
O
m
(182), Hiram ninth (186),
Muskingum 10th (220), and Woo-
ster's arch-riva- l, Ohio Wesleyan, was
suited a .fine fit last (243).
Mt. Union's Bruce Ronald led the
entire field of some 100 runners.
Ronald ran the course in a 20:58 time
which was more than a minute bet-
ter than the best Wooster runner.
David Lewis of Capital placed
second with a a fine 21:07 clocking.
Due to the large field of runners,
many places were decided by only
several seconds.
Freshmean Bob Brown from
Willoughby paced the Scots with a
22:00 time that was good for 18th
position. It was Brown's best show-
ing of the season as he bettered his
previous top time by 22 seconds.
Ed Mikkelsen was next on the
Wooster totem pole with a 22:32 time
that captured the 27th place. Other
Scots adding to the Wooster total
were Doug Stoehr, Ray Day, and
Dave Pugh.
Tomorrow Wooster ends its season
by hosting Oberlin who placed fourth
in the OC. Coach Ruffing sees the
upcoming meet as "a very in-
teresting one."
BOOKS FROM THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE, LOWRY CENTER
I
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Voice of Sports
By PAUL MEYER
VOICE Sports Editor
Jack Lengyel, head football coach at Wooster, has been saying
repeatedly that this year's team, despite its record of 2--5, is the best team
he has had in the four years of his Wooster career.
After last Saturday's near-ups- et of nationally-ranke- d Wittenberg, it ap-
pears that Lengyel is correct.
The Scots played 60 minutesof good, hard football and came within two
points of pulling off Ohio's biggest upset of the season. What makes the
Scots' effort even more encouraging is the fact that the Tigers have the
best winning percentage of ANY TEAM in the nation for this decade, and
has won 76 of the 86 games they have played since 1960.
The Scots were up against the finest team a Wooster squad has met in
the last four years. Lengyel called the contest, "The finest football game I
have been associated with."
The near-victo- ry eases some of the pain of the early-seaso- n losses suf-
fered by the gridders and one wishes that the season could begin anew to-
morrow.
It was the Scots' finest hour.
Wittenberg's victory gives the Tigers the Ohio Conference champion-
ship, even though their record was just 4--0, which once again points up
the absurdity of the set up of the league. The switch to divisional play
can't come too soon.
Sophomore fullback Jim DeRose has taken over the team rushing and
total offense lead with 366 yards in seven games. He is averaging a solid
3.5 yards per carry and has been thrown for just two yards in losses. .
.DeRose also leads the team in scoring with a total of 18 points on three
touchdowns. . .Last year's rushing leader, Ed Thompson, has been
bothered by an injured leg, but has picked up 362 yards. . .Jeff Wise, last
year's leading pass receiver with 23 catches, has latched onto 19 this year
and holds an eight-receptio- n lead over Rick Sollmann. . .
Coach Bob Nye and his Scot soccer team deserve a big congratulations
for a job well done in receiving a fourth straight invitation to the Mideast
Regionals. After the 1-- 0 loss to Bowling Green on October 22, chances for
an invitation looked slim, but a determined effort on the part of the squad
changed despair into desire, and the bid came early last week. . .One follo-
w-up note on last week's column. Roy Messer did play against Wit-
tenberg in the hooters' 5--0 victory and extended his scoreless streak one
more quarter although there was one shot that almost eluded the reach
of "Tuba" and punctured bis streak.
Also to be congratulated are the field hockey team and the cross coun-
try squad. The Scotties placed a total of eight girls on the first and second
teams of the All-Bucke- ye Association squad, and the harriers finished a
strong fifth in the conference meet. . .Intramural volleyball begins next
Wednesday and participants can pick up some extra pointers by at-
tending a FREE volleyball clinic, Thursday, Nov. 20, at Edgewood Junior
High School at 8 p. m. The clinic is sponsored by the Wooster Parks and
Recreation Dept and the YMCA and will feature lectures on rule changes
and demonstrations. The city's travelling team and a squad of Wooster
students will stage a scrimmage game. . .
Ohio State's important Big 10 battle with Purdue is on the tube tomor-
row afternoon, but we know how that will come out. So drop down to the
Stadium and watch the Scots play Oberlin in the Centennial Game.
It could be the football game of the century.
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RlCK SOLLMANN (86) MAKES a fine leaping catch during the
Scot's drive for their first touchdown last Saturday.
VOICE Sports Photos (Dave Wolff)
--Wittenberg Stops
end Rick Sollmann for, the score. The
drive was marked by two critical
fourth down clutch plays: a 14-ya- rd
pass to Sollmann, and an 11-ya- rd
pass to Steve Chase.
On the two-poi- nt conversion att-
empt, Vendemia ran the quarter-
back option play to the right with the
pitchout going to wingback Jeff
Wise. Wise slipped on the three and
was immediately hit by Larry Pea-
cock.
"Like I have stated before, we
went down to Wittenberg with a win
in mind," reminded Lengyel after
the game. "The play we used had
been the most impressive of the day
it had gained consistent yard-
age."
The Scots did not let up as they
tried another onside kick. This time,
a fair catch was called for, and Wit-
tenberg ran out the clock.
Paul Bronkar led the Scot rushers
with 70 yards in 25 carries. DeRose
had 66 yards in 15 carried. Vendemia
was sjx for 12 for 58 yards, and Soll-
mann had three catches for 31 yards
and Chase had two for 22 yards.
Macoorittihad another fine day of
punting with eight for 322 yards an
average of 40.0.
Scouting tomorrow's game with
Oberlin , we find a team who is al-
ways "up" for the Wooster game.
The Yeomen have a fine quarter-
back in Dan Duffey. Jim Fabian is
their leading rusher. Duffey also
makes use of Fabian through the air,
and Duffey is a good scrambler.
They run out of a full-hou- se T and
the slot I. They use the 5-- 4 monster
back defense.
Oberlin' was crushed by Ohio
Wesleyan last Saturday, 61-- 0, and
has yet to win a game in the Ohio
Conference this season. The Yeomen
are 2--5 overall.
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Intramural Grid Title
Taken By Sixth Blue,
Second Nips Seventh
Sixth Blue wrapped up the
championship of the Intramural
Football League and Second won its
first game of the season as the IM
campaign entered its final week.
The Blue team, which has won
eight straight games, clinched the
title by downing Second, 244, as Bill
Evans and Bob Yomboro each scor-
ed a pair of touchdowns. Evans' two
TD's pushed him into the scoring
lead with 66 points, six more than
teammate Mike Milligan.
Second provided loop followers
with one of the year's biggest stories
by upsetting Seventh, 7-- 6, for the
Kappa Sigs' first victory after nine
consecutive defeats, stretching back
to the 1968 season. Bob Farrence
threw a long touchdown pass to Giles
Hopkins for Second's first score and
the clincher came on an extra point
pass from Farrance to Lee Kirts.
In other games, Clyde Gaston
scored twice in leading Third to an
18-1-2 triumph over Seventh, and
Fifth beat Third, 18-- 2, as Steve
Baehrens, Bob Morehead and Frank
Elliot each tallied once.
In the B League, Andrews 1- -2 (64)
took over undisputed first place by
shutting out Kenarden G-H- -I, 24-- 0,
in a battle of unbeaten teams.
Team
x-Si- xth Blue
Sixth Gold
Fifth
Third
Seventh
Second
x-Cham- pion
STANDINGS
W
8
5
4
3
3
1
SCORING
Player
Bill Evans (6B)
Mike Milligan (6B)
Bill Hooker (7)
Hugh Hindman (6B)
Bob Morehead (5)
Bruce Hightshoe (6G)
L
0
2
4
5
5
8
T
0
1
1
1
1
0
TD Pts.
11
, 66
10 60
8
6
5
5
48
36
30
30
Campus Council has taken upon
itself the responsibility of deter-
mining the final social philosophy to
be presented to the Board of
Trustees through the President for
his revision, modification or ap-
proval. It invites and encourages
individuals to submit their views
and formal proposals by Friday,
November 21.
Looking at tomorrow's game,
Coach Lengyel had this to say, "I've
been warned by Bill Grice, their
head coach, that they're coming
down to get us that the Wooster
game is the only one that they care
about"
The Yeomen will be keyed, and
the Scots will have to watch their
step.
Wooster Places Eight On All-Oh- io
Hockey Team Bound For Sectional
Let by senior Paige Russell, who
was named to the first team for the
fourth straight year, the College of
Wooster women's field hockey team
placed five girls on the first team
and three on the second squad last
weekend at the Buckeye Association
Tournament at Ohio Wesleyan.
Other Scotties on the first team
are Jane Jacobs, for the third time,
Sally Neely, for her second time,
Karen Duffy, and Nancy Kriebel.
Linda Fullhart, Libbie Marshall
and Donna Beck made the second
team for Wooster.
These eight girls will participate
in this weekend's Great Lakes
Sectional tourney at Kalamazoo,
Mich. There will be all-st-ar teams
from Michigan and Indiana there
also and the teams will play several
matches to determine this section's
representative at the National
Tournament at the University of
Michigan. Russell has played in the
Nationals once.
"We did exceptionally well in win-
ning five positions on the first
team," said Scottie Coach Ginny
Hunt. "Since 11 players make up a
team, Wooster represents nearly
half of the first team."
Miss Hunt, who organized wom-
en's field hockey as a varsity sport
at Wooster four years ago, called
this year's team, "The best that I
have ever coached."
The 1969 Scotties finished with a 9-1- -2
record. That boosted the varsity
cumulative slate to 27 victories,
eight defeats and nine ties.
College Students Interested
In A Part Time Job With A Good
Income And Future Call
Collect 1-216-14- 770265
Or 1-216-0- 320417
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USA Manifesto
prehended the degree of urgency
and committment required to
inititate programs that will provide
a learning environment which in-
cludes a realistic non-whi- te per-
spective. He conceded that the col-
lege has been responsive to certain
B.S.A. suggestions, and that it was
extremely encouraging to see the
large number of whites becoming
more aware of the problems facing
Wooster in this realm.
The Executive Committee of the
B.S.A. is co-chair- ed by Jerry Waters
and McHargh, with members Tony
Alford, Greg Bryant, Sharon Clea-mon- s,
Linda Jones, Ben Matthews,
Libby Moore, Rich Thompson, and
.
Al Tubbs. McHargh stated that those
interested in working for the Black
proposal should contact anyone of
the above-name- d students and
emphasized, ". . .we are available as
an organization for action-oriente- d
discussion but. . .the days of idle
rhetoric are long gone."
WHITE SUPPORT
Speaking for the group of "con-
cerned white students," Faith Bur-
ton stated that the objective of these
students is a more realistic Wooster:
Four years at a sheltered white
Protestant college cannot
adequately prepare a person
mentally, socially, academically for
the diversity of our world. The
proposals presented in the Black
Manifesto parallel white concerns .
Take A Trip I
I
I
with I
FLAIR
Join Dr. Craig's
Theatre Tour
15 Days March 14 1
I
$300
LUXURY TRIP AT
ECONOMICAL PRICES
OR
15 Day Alpine Tour I
I
Featuring09Tiii mrr PassionUaeein PlayUlan II
In Oberammargua
JULY 19
FLAIR TRAVEL
346 E. Bowman, Wooster I
For all your travel needs
TEL: 264-650- 5
Students interested in architec-
ture or simply in occasionally join
ing an open class discussion are in-
vited to attend Mr. Lewis' Architec- -
ture Today class, meeting Tuesdays
at 2 p. m., first floor Scovill.
1TY
Imported Pipes Hand Blended Tobacco's
Delicatessen
Paperback Books Magazines
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30
200 S. Market St.
Calls To College
for a realistic educational situation.
Thus, Burton states, the group will
work to facilitate the im-
plementation of the Manifesto.
Committees on financial sources,
admmissions, trustees, and alumni,
have been organized by the white
student group to investigate courses
of action to actualize the hopes for
genuine diversity.
(Continued From Page 1)
Ingrid Olson
those who wish to do something in
her memory make a contribution
to UNICEF.
Miss Olson, a College of Woos-
ter junior who was studying
abroad at the Intercollegiate
Center for Classical Studies in
Rome, was found dead Monday in
the garden of the Center where
she was staying. Official investi-
gations of her death are still
underway.
She was the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Oscar Olson, both Col-
lege of Wooster graduates, of
Apartment 304, 4104 Brooks
Drive, Suitland, Md. Two broth-
ers, Eric and Robin, are at home,
and her sister, Linda, is a fresh-
man at Wooster.
(Continued From Page 1)
i FrDini College
center on a movie entitled the "Year
of the Pig." This movie is a study of
the North and South Vietnamese
people and how they were affected
by the war in the year 1968. "Year of
the Pig" is noted for its stiumulating
intellectual-documentar- y approach.
This movie will be shown at the
United Methodist Church, 243 N.
Market St., across from the County
Library, at 7:30 p.m. Friday, 2 p.m.
Saturday afternoon, and 7:30 pjn. It
will also be shown at the College,
Sunday, at 7:30 p.m. for interested
sluuc"w- - i-uu- uiy uiu wnu
-
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LIVE BELOW
YOUR MEANS
BILL MILLER, INC.
4600 Cleveland Road
Authorized Dealer
....--.- 1
NIW
a.m. Sunday Till 10:00
Ph. 262-515- 1
The "Singing Angels" a 100 voice choir of children from 32
school districts of Northern Ohio will present a concert during the
10:35 a.m. service of worship this Sunday at Westminster Presby-
terian Church in the Physical Education Center.
The choir is the inspiration of and is directed by Mr. William C.
Boehm. He determined to prove that children love to sing good music
and desire to perform it. In 1964 he auditioned children and accepted
80 singers whom he prepared for small Christmas concerts.
Children come as far as 50 miles to Cleveland each Saturday from
September to July for rehearsals. The "Angels" are average Ameri-
can "kids" who love to sing. Most cannot read music, they learn by
ear. All concert material is memorized.
The. program will include "The Green Cathedral", "Panis An-gelicu- s",
and "Lunar Modulations" (A thinking-out-lou- d piece)
with Robert Matson, percussionist of The Cleveland Orchestra, and
several other numbers.
Rev. Raymond Swartback will be liturgist for the service which is
open to all interested persons.
participated in the Washington
March. After all presentations there
will be a discussion led by noted
citizens and clergy of the com-
munity.
2nd For Speakers
In Rio Invitational
Competing with such schools as
Nnrrhwpstprn Harvard anH Mom.
phis State University, The College of
wooster debaters compiled enough
pomts in debate and dividual
events to win the second place
sweepstakes trophy in the annual
Rio Grande Invitational Tourna-
ment this past weekend at Rio
Grande College (Ohio).
The win that made the second
place finish possible was the second
place award in oral interpretation
won by Faye Van Vleck. Competing
against twenty-fiv- e other par-
ticipants, Miss Van Vleck read a
series of parodies on the poetry of
Edgar Allan Poe.
In debate, a Scot team composed
of Ron Ruskan and Melinda Pierce
posted five wins against one loss for
one of the best records in the tourna--
ment. Miss. Van Vleck and Bill
Kaempfer compiled a record of four
wins and two losses. They posted the
big wins for the Scots with victories
over Northwestern University and
the University of West Virginia.
In other individual events com-
petition, Ruskan, Kaempfer, and
Lynn Hamilton placed well in the
extemporaneous speaking contest.
This weekend the Scot debaters
will participate in the first tourna-
ment of the year of national im-
portance when they compete against
75 teams in the invitational tourna-
ment at Purdue University.
GIFFIN
Prescription Center
17Z5 CLEVELAND RD.
WOOSTER, OHIO
PHONE 262-894- 1
'CTcsest To The Campus"
I
Din)
,
. Ann Clark, chairman for the
planning of the local activities
.
for
1.1 1
uie weexena, saia mat mis is a
chance for all interested people to
learn a little more about the war and
to gain more of a knowledge of facts
rather than opinions. . .a chance for
the citizens of the community to get
together and discuss with them-
selves their ideas on the war, not
necessarily under the influence of
student organized protests.
The College's Social Action Com--
imttee wlU aSairr seU handmade
1 Ml
the
Christmas cards this weekend to
raise money to aid in the Washington
March expenses. Project chairman
Tim McCreight said that the idea for
the cards was originated by Profes-
sor Arnie Lewis. Interested art
students got together to provide
their talents to aid SAC with badly
needed funds. So far approximately
$200 has been profitted.
Bob Bonthius, local SAC chair-
man, stated that as to plans for
future activities, there will be no
college program for the December
Moratorium, because of vacation,
and January's program is as of now
unplanned.
CHAIN REACTION
KRAMER'S Chain Reaction is exploding into
many-facete-d neck chains with the new,
skinny look ... the greatest fashion "put-on- "
in many a season! You'll wear them in gold
and silver tones, sparkling with jewels, punc-
tuated by pearls and color ... the more the
merrier. Bet you can't wear just one I
S
